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Summary 

We found there is usually a discrepancy between log-derived water saturation and core-measured water 
saturation so we developed a method to reconcile the two.  Basically, the log and the core are looking at 
different amounts of hydrocarbon in the sample: 1) the core is measured at surface after hydrocarbons 
have bled and are lost during the core retrieval to surface and 2) the log measurements and calculations 
are in situ where there has been no loss of hydrocarbons.  Hence, we should expect the surface core 
measurements to provide higher water saturations than the downhole log results.  Consequently, core-
measured saturations should not be used for reserve calculations of hydrocarbon pore volume (HCPV). 

 

We found the amount of free HCPV varies with the viscosity and permeability of the rock.  We checked 
three rock types: 1) high free-oil in a quartzite with 6-12% porosity, 42 gravity and intrinsic perm ranging 
from 0.1 to 10 mD; 2) low free-oil in a quartz-carbonate (Montney) with 6-10% porosity, 40 gravity and 
intrinsic perm ranging from 0.001 to 10 mD; and 3) a tar sand quartzite environment with 20-36% 
porosity, 9-11 gravity and intrinsic perm ranging from 100 to 10,000 mD. 

 

How can we quantify the difference of surface and insitu Sw’s?  We used the same method for all: using 
a nuclear magnetic resonance measurement of free fluid porosity, we calculate the free hydrocarbons 
that are lost when the core is retrieved to surface.  Then the surface hydrocarbon pore volume 
(HCPV_surface), (equivalent to core HCPV) is insitu log-derived HCPV minus free hydrocarbon.  The 
method is straightforward and effective, verifying the insitu HCPV before it is used to calculate viscous or 
non-viscous hydrocarbon reserves. 

Introduction 

We use a program called Geological Analysis by Maximum Likelihood Systems (‘eGamls’) which has 
simple-to-use and fantastic clustering capability. In addition, we use a program called Petrophysics 
Designed to Honour Core (PDHC) to convert elemental capture spectroscopy to minerals used for water 
saturation, porosity and permeability.  At each step of the process we verify log measurements and 
calculations with core.  The fact that core and log water saturations are different, and should be, is now 
possible to quantify. 

Theory and/or Method 

The method is first to calculate the free hydrocarbon-filled porosity by constraining the free fluid porosity 
with total porosity, to allow for bed boundary differences and water saturation to ensure we use only that 
part of the free fluid porosity containing hydrocarbons.  The details are in Appendix 1. 
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Having found the free oil volume [we use the term oil but it applies to all hydrocarbons] we subtract this 
from the in situ HCPV to obtain a HCPV_surface that can be compared to core, in terms of either weight 
of tar or volume of oil or water saturation formats. 

 

 

Examples 

We show three examples, all of which use the same methods.  The details on how to do the 
computation, are in Appendix 1 

Example 1 High Free Oil 

Note the large separation coded in blue, between the surface and insitu (Swt_ECS_Ghanbarian) Sw’s. 
Core matches the surface Sw: 
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Example 2 Tar Free Oil 

Note the medium separation between the surface and the in-situ Sw.  Again, core matches the surface 
Sw. 

 

 

 

Since there is a common opinion that there is no free oil in the bitumen environment, what is the 
hydrocarbon shown by “free oil”?  It could be free gas or free oil.  Expert Dipmeter interpreter, Kris 
Vickerman said, “The dipmeter FMI pictures below show plumes, spotty oval areas that obstruct geologic 
features beneath them and that anecdotally get bigger over time (i.e. they are worse in wells that have 
sat longer between being drilled and being logged).  These aren’t present in all wells and some areas 
have a real problem, so it may vary depending on well depth (temperature) and/or bitumen weight.  The 
likeliest explanation is the smeared resistivie material is some kind of mobile oil.  Other possible 
explanations could be that it has something to do with the drilling methods and bit friction melting the 
near-borehole bitumen.  It’s a bit of speculation at this point.”  In any case, it appears that hydrocarbon 
has traveled upward.  The sand is the McMurray and the Mudstone is probably the Clearwater. 

The laminated to massive sand is first; caprock mudstone shown second. Dynamic image on the left; 
static image on the right. 
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Example 3 Low Free Oil, Montney, 16-29-79-20w6 - Note the small separation between the surface and 
the in-situ Sw.  Again, core matches the surface Sw. 
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Example 4 Medium to Low Free Oil, Montney, 12-36-83-25w6_ST - Note the small to large separation 
between the surface and the in-situ Sw.  Again, core matches the Sw_surface. Depth control of core is not 
perfect as one can see. 
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The 4th example is for 12-36, showing the top core: the blue coding shows the difference between the 
core measurement and the in situ Sw [from the log calculation with the proper Rw].  The pad resistivity of 
the dipmeter is normalized to the RLA5 measurement to provide thin bed resolution. 

 

Shown below, is the result where one operator used equations to calculate Sw for the Montney providing 
a lovely fit to core but leaving the hydrocarbons shown in yellow, uncounted: 
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Despite the nice fit to core of the Sw, the equations for Sw underestimate the true Sw by the amount 
shown in yellow.   

 

Discussion of Results 

The high free oil example illustrates the absolute need to reconcile the core and the log Sw, if one is 
going to assess reserves using one or the other.  There could be a huge amount of free oil that will bleed 
from the core, unless the core is pressure and temperature preserved.  However, once we recognize the 
method to reconcile insitu and surface Sw’s, we can either use a preserved core or use the NMR free 
fluid porosity to calculate the adjustment. 

Note the NMR total porosity is close to the core porosity.  This closeness is the usual correlation in the 
Montney unconventional fields. 

The second example of a tar sand was somewhat surprising.  The company said the tar was so viscous 
there was no free oil.  However, there is free hydrocarbon, seen by the NMR and a correction can be 
made in either the Sw or the weight of tar.  The difference is about 10 Sw-saturation units or 0.03 weight 
units (result is 0.03/0.15 = 20% error), which is significant.   
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Note the core porosity in this conventional environment is close to the total density-derived porosity 
rather than the total NMR porosity.  The NMR does not see the viscous oil porosity. 

The third example, applicable to the Montney formation, is a low free-oil example.  One operator did not 
expect any free oil effect on either core or log saturations.  There is a small effect.  

The fourth example, also applicable to the Montney formation, is a medium to low free-oil example.  An 
operator who does extensive core analysis to calibrate log interpretation again did not expect any free oil 
effect on either core or log saturations.  “I do reconcile core to log Sw on all my formations. I’m not sure 
I’ve made the link of a systematic difference between the two but that may be because I never truly have 
all the constants (a, m, n etc.) nailed down and typically knob these somewhat to tie the logs back to the 
core.”  Consequently, we see there is a small effect but there may be a large effect.  The method 
illustrated may result in more accurate reserve calculations as both log and core results are reconciled.  
Incidentally, using the mineral model tied to the ECS, the a = 1, m = n = f (grain density and effective 
surface area, related to CEC); these factors are designed to be related to pore throat size  

 

 

 

Conclusions 

The reconciliation of core and log water saturation is possible using the free fluid porosity from the NMR 
to account for lost fluids as the core is retrieved to surface.  This reconciliation is necessary to verify the 
log as well as the core Sw’s before calculating reserves. 

 

Appendix 

Equations used to determine free hydrocarbon 

The steps are: 

1. Determine the free fluid to use.  We recommend the 3 ms value, which in Schlumberger acronym 
is CMRP_3MS such as 16-19-79-20w6; however, some wells with large free fluid porosity such 
as 12-36-83-25 ST are better with the lower 33ms cutoff value, CMFF.   

2. Find the hydrocarbon portion of the porosity: 
a. Limit CMRP total porosity from the density log, TPOR, just to be realistic and allow for bed 

boundary differences, especially in low porosity. 
b. Limit to HCPV and 0.  This is important as we only want to consider the hydrocarbon 

portion of the free porosity. 
c. Call result FREE_OIL_V 
d. Change to weight for the Tar sand wells: 

i. FREE_OIL_V * Rho_tar/Rhog_matrix 
ii. Where Rho_Tar = (0.001)*(141.5*1/(API_oil +131.5))*(999.97495*(1-((((( 

T_deg_F_ECS-32)*5/9)+(-3.983035))^2)*(((T_deg_F_ECS-32)*5/9)) 
+0.301797)/(0.5225289*((((T_deg_F_ECS-32)*5/9+6934881)))))) 
 

iii. Call result FREE_OIL_WT 
3. Find the HCPV_V_surface = HCPV – FREE_OIL_V 
4. Find the Sw_surface_CALC = {(1- (HCPV_surface/TPOR))}*SG, where SG = Rho_oil/Rho_water 

Usual values of the specific gravity ratio are 0.82/1.23. 
Additional limits often applied are: 

IF((HCPV_ECS-HCPV_surface)<=0.001,Swt_ECS_Ghanbarian,Sw_surface_CALC*0.82/1.23) 

IF((HCPV_ECS-HCPV_surface)>=0.1,Sw_surface_CALC*1.23/0.82,Sw_surface_CALC) 
IF(Sw_surface_CALC<Swt_ECS_Ghanbarian,Swt_ECS_Ghanbarian,Sw_surface_CALC) 
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5. For the Tar sand wells, find the HCPV_wt_surface =  
a. WTAR = (1/(1-TPOR_ECS))*HCPV*Rho_tar/Rhog_matrix 

b. WTAR_surface = WTAR – FREE_OIL_WT 
 

Nomenclature 

Free fluid is measured/interpreted from a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance tool 

HCPV is hydrocarbon pore volume, nominally porosity*(1-water saturation) 

TPOR_ECS is total porosity derived using a set of equations involving the elements, originally 

measured by elemental capture spectroscopy. 

Swt_ECS_Ghanbarian is the total water saturation using a set of equations involving the 

elements, originally measured by elemental capture spectroscopy.  The dual water equation and 
the Ghanbarian formation factor is used. 

HCPV_surface is the hydrocarbon pore volume with the free fluid hydrocarbon removed so that 

it is equivalent to a surface measurement of HCPV, done on core. 

Sw_surface is the insitu log-derived water saturation with the free fluid HCPV removed so that it 

is equivalent to a water saturation measured on core at surface. 
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